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THE SIGNMICAI{CE OF COMMUNICATION WITHIN THE FAJVIILY FOR THE
DEVEI'PMET{T OF BEFIAVIOR DISTURBANCES IN PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN

Original scientific paper

Summary

The aim of this paper is to identiS the predictive values of communication within the family to behavior
of the children of advanced primary school age. The results are founded on self-perception and self-reports
of pupils attending seventh and eighth grades of primar5r schools in the city of Zagreb (N=484) concerning
their behavior (PON) and the quality of communications within the family (KUO).

B5r means of regression analysis founded on seven latent dimensions of behavioral space and manifest
variables (l5O) of communicatior-r space in the family, the strong connection between the observed spaces is
stated, i.e. every behavioral factor can be explained by specific modalities of communication in the family.
The results indicate the value of learning communication and other social skills as prevention of specific
behavioral patterns in children, i.e. as enhancing the quality of family life.
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r. THE PROBLEM

Can behavior be predicted?
Are there variables which attain the

desirable and necessarylevel of significance in
the prediction of behaviof,r

Numerous scientific investigations are
still trying to answer this question by asserting,
depending on the objectof stucly, as significant
not only particular variables but also
interactions between the phenomena described
by these variables, regularly stating that these
very interactions are what makes behavior so
complex and difficult to preclict. In that light,
the significance of communication within the
family for prediction of behavior ofjuveniles at
the beginning of adolescence is imposing itself
as only one possible determinant of that
behavior. But, on the other hand, the
communication space within the family is a very
complex and dynamic space that usually
encloses the totality of inteqtersonal relations
within the family. So, additionally, it is not
relevant neither in which devclopmental phase
a child is, nor in which phase of parenthood
are his parents.

The literature (Hurlock, 1968: Clarke-
Stewart, Perlmutter, Friedman. 1988) points out
that the basic characteristic of the relations in
families with adolescent chilclren is that the
children are trying to gain conlrol. Montemayor
(as cited in Clarke-Stewart et al., 1968) very
vividly defines that relationship maintaining
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that all parents are in conflict with their
adolescent children. but in some families it is
temporary phenomenon, and in others a
permanent situation. Conllict is stronger in the
beginning of adolescence and it diminishes
toward its end. But. nevertheless, as the
research informs us. children in adolescence
are still strongly attached to theirfamily, feeling
that they belong to it and that they should care
for members of their lamily. Thus Erceg and
Mandii (1987), investigating family relations
among other things, on the sample consisting
of 368 attendants of seventh and eighth grades
of Sarajevo primary schools, found that over
600/o of respondents hold that attachment to
family is desirable and important: in addition,
as much as 630lo of respondents state that in
difficult situations in life they prefer to seek
advice and help from parents, and not from
friends.

Bearing inmind the aim of this paper, the
results of research by Himes-Chapman and
Hansen (1983) of differences between normal
and delinquent adolescents in the perception
of family relationship and self-concept are
especially relevant. The findings of this study
indicate that delinquent adolescents perceive
their families as far less cohesive. They see
members of their families as conflict
personalities, without orientation to planning,
organizing, without cultural contents and
without possibility to express family warmth.
They see the members of their family as person
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setting high standards, firm frames of reference,
thus dictating to a juvenile what to feel and at
the same time rejecting him as an individual.

At the same time, theY described
themselves as persons who doubt their own
values, see themselves as not desired,
depressive, unhappy and not having enough
faith and self-confidence.

2. AIM. HYPOTHESES AND ME"IHODS OF
WORK

The basis of this paper is studY of a
segment of family functioning
communication, which is in this paperregarded
as a predictor in explaining the complex
phenomenon of childrenin primary school age.
That is also the aim of this PaPer.

It is only logical to expect a connection
between the spaces observed that is significant
and greater in the case of the types of behavior
which are themselves clearly and positively
oriented, and smaller in the case of rnore
complexbehavioral phenomena in the sense of
presence of distortion in behaviorwhich etiologr
is more complicated and complex and its
understanding goes beyond the space of
communication within the familY.

2.1. Sample of respondents

By random selection among the pupilsof
seventh and eighth classes of primary schools
in Ta,greb 484 pupils of both sexes have been
selected.

2.2. Sample of variables

TVrro sets of variables have been used in
this work. The first consists of manifestspace
of variable predictors - communication within
the family (l5O)', and the second consists of
seven oithobliqrte behavioral factors2 of
children in primary school age (criterion).

Information about communications in
the family and about behavior of the pupils is
collected on the basis of self-assessment, i-e.
self-perception of respondents - children in
primary school age.

2.3. The methods of data processing

The data used in this paper have been
processed in several methodological ways until
now (see Basii, Ziznt<,1991). We estimated it
was important to use the regression analysis,
which constitutes the methodological basis of
this paper, in order to asses the predictive
significance of communication within the
family for the behavior of children.

3. The results and the discussion

Data presented in table I allow us to
conclude that the predictor system (l50
manifest variables) defined by the space of the
intra-familial communication is in significant
correlation with the criterium, i.e. with every
orthoblique factor of behavior of children in
primary school age.

Table I - Regression analysis of orthoblique behavior factors (OBg I -OBO7) of intra-familial
communication manifest variables in families of chlldren in primary school age.

CRITERIA

oBQPONI
oBQPON2
oBQPON3
oBQPON4
oBQPON5
oBQPON6
oBQPONT

DELTA
.54
.49

?q

.52

.56

.49

I
.000
.000
n)

.00

.00

.00

PREDICTORS
KUO 1-...150

RO

.74

.'7 0

.62

.72

.75
- tz
.70

t2
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This general statement can be viewed in spaces
of particular regression analyses in which
particular orthoblique behavior factors (criteria)
are related to signiffcant variables of intra-
familial communication area, as predictors.

The first orthoblique behavior factor is
defined as factor of being socialized in
accordance with age expectations, and its
stmcture describes the type of behavior of
young people without pre-delinquent
manifestations, and especially delinquent
manifestations with special orientation to
comprehensive adaptation to the company of
young people of the same age (and mostly of
the same sex) in which they participate. The
results from table 2 imply that such behavior
process can be predicted on the grounds of
characteristics of intra-familial communication.

Table 2 - Results of regression analysis of OBQI as a critericn
and the KOM variables as predictors

Speaking specifically in terms of
communications. such children know their
parents'dates of birth, they gladly return home
from the school, they want to adapt to other
members of the family, they feel the need to
inform their parents about issues they find
important to them, they assess their families
as a group in which the members consult one
another and put their interests in accord, act
by the mles, and carry on without rivalry.

Intra-familial communication, defined as
a predictor of children's behavior, which is
assessed as being socialized as expected for
particular age, can be viewed as a family in
which there is a relatively clear structure and
clear rrles, but what is especially pointed out
is: mutual connections, emotional closeness,
respect, and the need for mutual adJustment.

never do what they are ask to do, messages are
direct and do not affect the behavior).
Nevertheless. members ofsuch families hold that
they are better within them than without them:
this may suggest that such families satisff
certain needs we have not enough information
about. We may suggest that even the relations
described in these cases are real relations.

It is relatively slmple to Justify such
connection between the predictors and the
criterla because what is essential for the
development of lnterests of children of that age
is the parents'leading and orientational activity,
and not the complete lack of stmcture of family
life.

oBQl
KOM R PART (R) Beta Q
nrod i -

006 -.26 -.22 -.2L .000

CONTENTS OF VARIABLES

they know the birtdates of their
parents
I like to return home from school as
soon as possible

I don't want to adapt myself to
others, let them adapt to me

I feel- the need to inform my parents
about what is important to me

there is rivaLry in my family
I can't change my haircut until my
parents all-ow me to

079 --21

14 3 .21

019 -.31

014 - .28
020 -. 16

-.21. -.20 .000

.18 .19 .001

-.15 -.16 .009
-.14 -.13 .013

The second orthoblique factor in the
behavior space of children of advanced primary
school age is directed in one direction and
defined by lack of interests of intervlewed
children, in any social context.

What enhances this behavior of children
is a family characterized by lacking of
communication or failing to communicate (they
talk about the third member of the family,
parents do not know what is their child's
favorite subject, they do not exchange opinions
about social problems), sparse communication,
inefficient communication (family members
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Table 3 - Results of regression analysis of OBg2 as a criterion
and of KOM variables as predictors

oBg2
KOM R PART (R) BeIa Q

061 -.03 -.06

004 .29 . 19

009 -29 .18

l_1s -. L0 -. 17

087 . 11 -14

119 -r2 .44

-.07 --000

.15 .000

.19 .001

-.20 - 001

.1s .010

.13 .011

- -L4 .015

CONTENTS OF VARIABLES

the conversation of two family
members is about the third
my parents know what j-s my favorite
subject in school
I exchange opinions on social
problerns with family members
I never do what they ask me to

because I know they'11 forget it
the messages of family rnembers are
indirect
messages received in the familY
affect the behavior of Lhe members
family members think that theY are
better in t.he famifv than outsi-de

076 -.01 --13

The stmcture of the third orthoblique
factor in children's behavior space points out
to the presence of pre-delinquent and
delinquent behavior such as: running away to
otherplaces, mnningfrom home fora fewdays'
begging, intervenUons of social workers and the
police, stealing in public places and in one's
home. mnning from school and destroying
other people's property.

The set of predictor variables which
enhances the delinquent and pre-delinquent
behavior, and enters the field of communication
within the family, can be defined as lacking in
communication (they do not listen to each other'
they do not force each other to accept some
opinion, they do not talk freely, what they do
does not equal to what they say). Parallel to
this, the positive messages do not e>dst. An
additional characteristic is that the union is
maintained only to provide material security'
and this tells us a lot about the communication
between the members of such family. This could
suggest that in these families only the basic
physiological needs are being satisfied, and
what is missing is gratification of all other
aspects of psychological needs, what is being
carried out in terms of communication. That is

why we refer to them as psychological: they
require communication with other people. It is
worth mentioning that these results refer to so-
called normal children population, not to
negatively selected grcup of pre-delinquent and
delinquent children population.

Concerning the relations with parents of
childrenwho rrn from home, the studies show
the lack of consistency in parents'behavior, the
lack of efficient upbringing procedures and
unrealistic expectations of the parents
concerning the acceptable behavior of their
children. The model of family interpersonal
relations inthese families is described as' befrre
all, negative, which means that parents
predominantly tend to criticize. threaten' make
negatlve statements and carry out physical
punishment; what is mlssing are positive
interactions - positive statements, rewards,
positive physical contact and so on. (Wodarski
and Amons, 1984). Peterson {as cited in Wolk
and Brandon, l98Z conffrms thts and ffnds out
that dimensions of interest and parents' control
of the adolescents have good predlctive value
for presence and absence of delinquency, for
success in school, frlendship wtth childrcn of
the same age and for the overall happiness of
their adolescent children.

I4
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Table 4 - Results of regression analysis of OBg3 as a criterion
and of KOM variables as a pr€dictor

oBg3
KOM R PART (R) Beta Q CONTENTS OF VARIABLES

0l-5 . 11 -.06 -. 07 . 000 behavior of f amily mernbers is in
accord with their opionions

081 -.1,9 -.06 -.07 .000 parents usually don't listen when I
speak

l-10 -.08 .16 .2I .003 fanily rnembers force each other to
accept some conclusions

0L2 .20 .I2 .15 .03L farnily members talk openly with each
other

057 -.20 --L3 -.16 .O24 family is together because of material
situation

094 .07 .13 .18 .O20 what we do corresponds to what we say
L27 -.03 .11 .L3 .O42 mother's favorite saying is - behave

fine and vou'11 be fine

The fourth orthoblique factorof children s criticism and rcproach. The second level points
behavioris named as school fatlure factor fbad out to conllicts in the relailons, which is not a
marks, low concentration, does not ask problem by itself, but becomes a problem if
explanations from teachers, frequent absence there is awaneness that conlltct situations are
from school), certain speciffc difffculties (wtth the result of malice and distrust. Third,
themselves and witl. their parents) mantfested although conflicts exist, it is important to
in school situations. If we look for the 'sourcer emphasize that the family stays together
of these difficulties in the field of because the membens ane tied with material
communication within ttre family, as can be situations and self-pronounced formal unity,
seen in Table 5, then it is posstble to view them and the perception of equit5r and honesty. When
in several levels. One of them is the lack of tryingtosurnuppredictiveslgniflcanceofsuch
positive messages from parent to child, with communicationwithinthefamilyforchildren's

failure in school. we come to the conclusion
concerning certain t5rpe of disturbed family life
at certain level, although the family mostly
survives.

Table 5 - Results of regresslon ana\rsis of OBQ4 as a criterion
and KOM variables as predictors

oBg4

KoM R PART (R) Beta Q CONTENTS OF VARIABLES

035 -25 .18 .19 .001 flaws in the famiJ-y are being solved by
pointing out to positive behavior

044 -.11 .16 .17 .004 familv mernbers are not interested for
event-s in the family

07'7. -.19 -.15 -.15 .006 disagreements in the family are present
006 .20 .13 .13 .019 I know the birthdates of my parents
057 -.29 -.12 -.13 .034 family members are together because of

material situation
062 -.04 -.11 -.11.052 in my family everything is based on

fairness and honesty
083 .16 .13 .15 .015 there is firm trust between the family

members
096 -.08 .L4 .I4 .015 famiJ-y members spare each other in the

conflict
l5
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091 -.2'7 -. 13 -.14 .018 confl-ict situations are results of

L0'7 -.06 -.11

rrf, -. z1 -. L4

malevol-ence
-.10 .048 my parents usualfy ask me where I want

to spend my holidaYs
--13 .031 my parents charge me with F s I already

recti-f ied

The fifth orthoblique factor of children's
behavior is named as factor of defiance to
authority although it is perhaps easier to view
it as defiance to their companions of the same
age, teachens and adults in general, combined
with the need to withdraw themselves in bad
company.

From the viewpoint of prediction such
child behavior strrcture, it is enhanced by
following stmcture of family variables: f,amily
is not a pleasant place fora child to return after
school, there is no parent child
communication, all messages parent-child are

mostly transmitted in the negative direction,
positive rewards are missing, and family
members regard themselves as individualists
who reciprocally disrespect each other.

As previously described, the family
obviously does not offer the possibility to gratiry
a child's psychological needs, especially needs
to belong and to be loved, to be respected: it
also does not offer a model for adequate social
relations, and the child is developing the way
we described, deffing everything that comes
from the outerworld and finding space for itself
among similar children, in whose company it
finds love and respect.

Table 6 - Results of regression analysis of OBO5 as the criterion
and KOM variables as the predictors

oBg5
KOM R PART (R) Beta O

058 -.03

1)1 no

028 .38

07 9 . 31

004 .28

i1 1 - ??

051 --18
038 -.1-B

1a )i

.15 .15

.06 .07

.15 .L4

15 1?

-.14 -.15

- - 14 - - l-J

-.L4 -.14

CONTENTS OF VARIABLES

.000 members of the group are together
because they tolerate each other, but
do not l-ove

.006 my mother's favorite saying: behave fine
and you'fL be fine

.007 I think it is pleasant to live in my

family
.007 I like to return home from school as

soon as possible
-008 rny parents know what is my favori-te

subject in school-
- 010 you don' t know anything about life - my

parents' favorite saYj-ng
.014 members of my family are individualists
.014 there are many punishments and

restrictions in my familY

The structure of the sixth factor of
children's behavioris named as factorof formal
undiscipline, which predominantly reveals itself
in school and in relations with children of the
same age.

Although the results of regression
analysis, presented in Table 7, suggest the
significance of previously shown variables of
communication in the family for the criterion
l6

variable, behavior of children (0E|06), we do not
fl nd it Justiff ed to interpret tltelr connecilon. In
this case we found lnadequate relatlons, but
there is not enough indicators to enable us to
make conclusive statements about the essence
of these inadequate rclailons. It seems that the
space of intra-familtal communlcation, as
deffned in this paper,is tnsulficlent to enplain
such speciffc behavlorof chlldren.
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Table 7 - Results of rcgression analysis of 0E}g6 as the criterion and KOM variables as the predictors

oBg6
KoM R PART (R) Beta Q CONTENTS OF VARIABLES

the conversation of two family members
is about the third
mutual reLations in the family are
unsatis fying
I don't think about my parents' feelings
I l-ike to return home from school as

soon as possible
f know the birthdates of my parents
my parents know what is mY favorite
subject in school

.11 .13 .O47 I feel the need to inform my Parents
bout what is imPortant to me

.I2 -1,2 .026 my parents treat me as a child when f
want to go out, but as an adult when i
have to do something
everybody loves only themselves
what we do in the famify corresponds to
what we say
family members get the rnost when they

burst into crying

059 -.19

07s .1_0

1s0 -.33
07 9 .26

006 .2'l
004 .24

019 .32

n?o nn

094 .t7 .06

105 -. 17 .06

004 .27 .L2

0L2 .29 .11

UUI -.JJ -.LZ

084 .07 -.1_1

-.06 -.06 - 000

-.16 -.19 .003

-.15 -.16 .006
.r4 .L4 .010

.74 - 13 .013
-1.2 .11_ .030

064 -. 13 . 11 . 14 .O42
094 -.24 -.LL -.'J-2 .050

l_45 -.13 .l-1 .L2 -054

Seventh orthoblique factor of children's
behavior is defined by variables that primarily
do not belong to behavlor space (they were in
the questionnaire but they explain it
contextually. Thatfactoris named as the factor
of perceivtngbad situaflon in the surroundings.
In this case, the surroundings are: family, school
and children of the same age.

Variables that build a significant predictor
set (KOM) do not give enough information to
confirm bad family situation perceived and
declared by chlldren (in the behavior
questionnaire). We maypropose ttrat the reladve
confusion in family communication chain is
whatchildren percelve as bad familysltuation.
Results of some research fWolk and Brandon,

19771 suggest that delinquent adolescents tend
to rationalize their unacceptable behavior
through bad family situation. Even with this
interpretation, and concerning the so-called
normal population which talks also about their
behavioral disturbances. there still remains the
question of predictive value of specific variables
of communication within the family for the
children's behaviororfor their perceiving of bad
family situation. Possible answers are to be
sought in the methodological direction. Namely,
the seventh orthoblique factor of children's
behavior ts the last in the structure and if. as
such, it reaches the smallest percentage of valid
variance of system of variables from which it is
isolated, and the smallest (nothing) corresponds
to behavior space itself.

Table 8 - Results of regression analysis of OBQT as the criterion and KOMvariables as predictors

oBoT
KoM R PART (R) Beta Q CONTENTS OF VARIABLES

what we do in the famify corresponds to
what we say
we suppress different opinions in the
family
my parents know what is my favorite
subj ect
we openly discuss everything in the
family

my parents don't l-isten to me when I
speak
family members know what they should do

.01 .000

.07 .000

-12.028

- L3 .044

-.13 .037

-.L2 .048

t7
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4. INSTEAD OF CONCI,{JSION

Based on self-reports of children of
advanced primary school age about their behavtor
and on self-percepflon of communicaflon ln their
families, regression analysis was used to
determine the predictive significance of
communication for children's behavior.

It is possible to present the results this way:

Generally speaktng, it ls posslble to
conclude that we found signtffcant predictive
value of communication wlthtn the family for
children's behavlor. By studylng the individual
regression anal5rses it is evident that children's
behavior, vlewed thrcugh latent stmctures of
behavior, can be predicted on the grounds of
different signiflcance of particular structures
of intra-familial communication variables.

ITITRA-FAMILIAL COMMUMCATION

-) 

BEFIAVIOR

- mutual connections between
familymembers

- emotional ties
- need for mutual respect
- clear stmcture and rrles

socialization as expected for their age

- nocommurdcation
- lackof communicaflon
- directness od communication
- inefficient communication
- it is better in the family than outslde

lack of interests

- insuffi cient communication
(they do not listen to each other,
they do not talk sincerely, they do
not engage)

- insincere communication
- no positive messages
- together only for materlal reasons

pre-delinquent and delinquent behavior

- lackof positive messages
- criticism and reproach
- conflicts in relations
- malevolence and distmst
- being togetheronly to provide

material securit5r
- -fairness and honestv-

failure in school

- insufficient communication
- family is not a nice place
- negative messages
- family members are individualists
- mutual undervaluation, belittling

-+ showing resist to authorities

impossible to make a
meaningful interpretation __> firrmal undlscipline

- confusion in family communication perceiving bad sltuation in social
surroundings

According to the results (the same re-
search) cited by BraJSa (1991) it is possible to
maintain thatwhat is tmportant forthe behavior
of children which is considered adequate and
expected for their age is intra-familial
communication in the function of family
togetherness, within a broader frame of family
cooperation and understanding.

18

Contrary to this, what is causing the
aberratlon from expected and adequate
behaviorare various forms of disfuncdontngtn
communicatlon between the members of the
family. These various forms may be classiffed
as follows: insufficlent communicatlon,
trsincere communicaflon, lack of togethemess,
orlentation towards parttcular famtly members
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- individualists, negative messages, criticism,
undervaluation, being together only to provide
material security.

According to cited results, the possibility
of predicting children's behaviorby studying the
particularities of communication within the fam-
ily is obvious. However, we should emphasize that
we feel the need to approach the prediction of
behavior by studying other (bio - psycho - social)
possible -sources" ofvarious forms of children's
behavior as well. But ifwe limit the study to intra-
lamilial communication, it is important to state

that the communication is a knowledge of its
kind, it is also a skill, so it can be learned and
trained.

When we are dealing with parents,
especially with parents of so-called normal
population and with their quality of
communication, then, aiming to prevent the
disorders in children's behavior, we might think
about organizing training in communication,
schools for parents or similar forms ofwork with
parents. The results cited are an encouragement
to begin such training on a larger scale and to
evaluate its effectiveness.
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lThe cluestionnaire ol comrnunications within the lamily (KUO) is constructed by P. Braj5a, M. MejovSek, J. BaSii
i A. ZiZak. It covers live basic areas of lamily interpersonal dynamic
s [l5O variables). lbllowing P. Braj5a:
l. characteristics of family interpersonal system.
2. characteristics of lamily interpersonal circularity.
3. characteristics of family interpersonal relations.
4. characteristics of lamily interpersonal communication,
5. characteristics of farnily interpersonal adaptation.
'[he assessment of metrical characteristics of the Questionnaire of communications within the lamily show that this
instrurxent has completely satisfying reliability and validity.

2 The questionnaire about chilclren behavior (PON. 58 variables) is constructed by V. Kovadevii intending to asses
the manifest behavior in different situations in which the pupil population can be.
The lactors of behavior of the pupils are:
OBQPONI - being socialized as erpected regarding the age
OBGPON2 - lack of interest
OBQPON3 - pre-delinquent and delinquent behavior
OBQPON4 - failure in school
OBgPON5 - resisting authorities
OBQPON6 - formal undiscipline
OBQPONT - percei\dng bacl situation in its surroundings
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